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Part B

Fire

Fighting fires
Bushfires are one of nature’s most powerful forces
as they can strike anywhere, without
warning, can be extremely destructive and
destroy whatever is in its path and pose great
threats to the fire fighters who work tirelessly
to extinguish them. Images, from the recent
Victorian bushfires, of fire fighters laying
exhausted on the side of the road signifies the
lengths these brave men and women go to
save lives and the land. Each State and Territory in Australia along with the regular fire
service has a volunteer based emergency fire
service whose overall duties are to protect life
and property. They do this by providing fire
management, reducing the risk of wildfires,
managing the use of fire for hazard reduction
and land management purposes and providing community awareness and education.
What’s the name given to the volunteer fire service in your state?
Find out the different names for the
services in each state and territory.

Firefighting aircraft
In the event of major bushfires, aircraft are
used to perform aerial fire fighting especially
when inaccessibility makes it difficult for
ground crews to reach the source of the blaze.
They play an important role in saving homes
and slowing the progress of a fire. Aircraft are
able to respond to a blaze quicker and can
accurately drop water over the fire Specially
equipped helicopters, such as the helitacks
nicknamed
‘Elvis’, ‘Bluey’
and ‘Eric the
Water Bomber’, can carry
up to 9 500
litres of water,
and are a
welcome sight
in the skies
above.

Flood

Read this!

Bushfires have influenced the development of
the Australian land.
Fires are an essential element in some
Australian ecosystems which rely on the
intense heat of wildfires to release the seeds
from plants and replenish growth.
While Indigenous Australians used fire to
assist with regeneration and hunting and
early European settlers used it to help with
land clearing and farming, recent laws have
restricted the use of fire for these purposes.
As a consequence more dense vegetation
and a greater accumulation of leaf and bark
litter provides a significant amount of fuel for
fire when they do occur.
With the recent fires in Victoria, laws and
procedures will be re-evaluated to hopefully
prevent the same devastating events from
occurring.
Even though we can’t prevent bushfires
from happening we can certainly put programs in place to limit the loss of life and
destruction that bushfires cause.

What’s it really
like when a
firestorm strikes,
reducing everything in its path to ash? Read eyewitness accounts of people who’ve
survived terrifying bushfires, including
some who’ve had hair-raising escapes
– like Lou who lost the soles of his feet,
Shannon who lost his outdoor dunny,
Lucky who lost her ears, Simone who
saved Lucky’s life and Kelley who
saved the dirty washing. And learn
practical tips on how to reduce the risk
of bushfires.

It’s True! A
Bushfire Burned
My Dunny Down
By Tracey
McGuire
Illustrated by
Bill Wood

The SES
Using the headings below, see if you can
come up with a list of things to consider
and do in the event of a flood.

The good, the bad and the wet!
Floods can be both good and bad. Areas
suffering from drought conditions rely on the
heavy rains that often cause flooding to bring
relief to the livestock, crops and people that
depend on water to survive.
Environmentally, floods can be important
to local ecosystems and are a natural way for
wetlands, swamps and waterways to revive
and replenish. Underground aquifers like the
Great Artesian Bore also benefit from floods
as infiltrating rain recharges its water levels
and reduces salinity. On the down side however, floods also have an economic and
emotional effect on people and property
directly affected by the inundation of water.
Floods may cause injury or death as a result
of people attempting to drive, walk or swim
through flood waters. The depth of water
along with currents and force of the water
often catch people unaware.

Bushfires . . .
Hazardous or helpful?

Flood action guide
1. Before flooding occurs
2. If flooding appears likely
3. If you need to evacuate
4. If you stay, or on your return

Be prepared!
It is important to have a good understanding
of what causes floods, and how you can
prepare and perhaps minimize or prevent
flood damage.
Emergency Management Australia
(www.ema.gov.au) have outlined some clear
guidelines about preparing for floods, how to
remain safe and manage the impact of a
flood.

NEXT WEEK:

The State Emergency Service is a
group of volunteers who assist
communities prepare for, respond
to and recover from an event or
disaster such as a flood. Each
State and Territory in Australia
has an SES response agency
made up of people from all walks
of life who have a common desire
to help make their community
safer. In a flood, they support
other emergency services, provide flood information, safety
advice and arrange for the delivSES workers rescue a couple from floodwaters in
ery of essential supplies to pePHOTO: DAVE HUNT/AAP
northern New South Wales.
ople isolated by the flood waters.
Where possible, they conduct
orange overalls, the SES is a wonderful supevacuations and undertake flood rescue.
port group that communities rely on in times
Easily identified by their distinctive
of need.

To contact the State Emergency Service anywhere in Australia phone 132 500
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